Abstract. The educational domain comprises fragmented solutions with different services, tools, and plugins. As a complex system, it raises several security and threat prevention concerns. We conducted an exploratory study to characterize security vulnerabilities and their impacts on Learning Management Systems. We focus on an intelligent educational solution using the risk assessment methodology HEAVENS 2.0. We identify vulnerabilities in architectural elements and detail two of them. Risks are not acceptable, and security measures must be adopted to avoid damage to students, tutors, and teachers. The results highlight the security vulnerabilities and the consequences of threats to users, hoping to motivate future research.

1. Introduction
Since the COVID-19 pandemic, the number of higher education enrollments in Brazil has increased, both in Distance Learning Education and online classes in face-to-face courses. In this context, the use of Learning Management Systems (LMS) has grown in education and training. An educational process rich in paradigms and pedagogical goals requires adopting technologies such as Artificial Intelligence (AI) and a high level of complexity (Rossi et al., 2022). New challenges are posed considering: technologies, evasion, distancing, students' and teachers' training, and student monitoring, among others.

The educational domain is characterized by fragmented and specific solutions, where different organizations develop different services, tools, and plugins. Among the challenges of organizations that provide LMS are innovation, complexity, and security (Martin et al., 2018) (Rossi et al., 2021). The difficulty in maintaining LMSs with such a diversity of resources makes up an interesting scenario for Software Ecosystem (ECOS) perspective (Abdalla et al., 2018). According to Mesa et al. (2018), the popularity of ecosystems that support plugin-based development is largely due to the number of customization options available as community-contributed plugins. Identifying Virtual Learning Environments as safety-critical systems is important, as any computing failure may lead to catastrophic consequences.

Most extensions that complement software applications with new custom-tailored behaviors are based on plugin solutions. Using plugins to extend web systems with additional and custom behaviors has both positive and negative implications for developers. We can highlight the possibility of quickly building web applications that are custom-tailored to the users’ needs. However, these web applications can also be
conceived as a complex composition of multiple plugins from different sources, raising several concerns about plugin security (Mesa et al., 2018).

Vulnerability represents an internal weakness of a component and may be associated with a component's internal fault. Attacks can be identified into different categories as the attacker uses a fake identity to gain access to the system; the attacker can identify as someone else to gain access or higher privileges to the system; the attack to purposely make a component or service unavailable; and attack based on trial and error to gain access to the system. At last, attacks may also rise due to a threat, which can be either unauthorized access to service, an unauthorized modification of service or its data; or unauthorized denial of service, i.e., the attacker disables the system (Bressan et al., 2021). Software security techniques are applied during software development. Cybersecurity is focused on protecting internet-based systems from digital threats. The goal is to ensure applications and devices are secure and, in worse cases, remain functioning under a malicious attack (Coe, 2021).

The impact of digital threats on LMS ecosystem actors (students, teachers, and tutors), may change not only their daily tasks (teachers and tutors work overload), and for students a wrong intervention can lead to demotivation and class dropout.

We are a research group that has developed educational AI-based applications and sentiment analysis (Rossi et al., 2021a), (Rossi et al., 2022), (Rossi et al., 2021b), (Bobó et al., 2022), (Bobó et al., 2018) (Neves et al., 2021) (Nery et al., 2018). Our focus is the automatic detection of students with a great possibility of dropping out of school and students that need special attention in MOOC interactions. Actually, we are worried about the vulnerability of these plugins, considering threats to users’ security (Bressan et al., 2021) (Bressan et al., 2022).

The main research question is how to identify security threats posed by vulnerabilities of Learning Management Systems plugins. We conducted an exploratory study to characterize security vulnerabilities as well as their impact caused by plugins in educational web-based systems. We focus on a smart education solution as our example is an AI-based application (Rossi et al., 2022). The remarks can help steer future research on web-based vulnerability detection and prevention in LMSs. Our exploratory study makes the following contributions: highlights the occurrence of security vulnerabilities caused by plugin dependability from Learning Management Systems and the consequences of threats to users' security. It also motivates future research on web-based vulnerability detection and prevention in educational software.

Besides our previous experience in safety and security analysis with CRITVAR-ML (Bressan et al., 2021) (Bressan et al., 2022), the evaluation methodology includes the assessment model HEAVENS (Lautenbach, Almgren & Olovsson, 2021), with minor calibrations of the parameters. The goal of threat analysis and risk assessment is to identify and rate potential threats in order to determine which ones need to be cybersecurity mitigated and what level of mitigation is required.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the second section presents the theoretical background and the related work. Section 3 describes the experimental study, its goal, methodology, case study, evaluation, and final analysis and results. Finally, in section four we have the final remarks and future works.
2. Theoretical Background

In order to lay the foundation for the rest of our paper, in this section, we provide some background on plugins to LMSs and give an overview of safety vulnerabilities in web applications, highlighting what has already been investigated in this area.

A VLE combines a set of web plugins for distributing educational content, knowledge evaluation, interaction, tracking of student activities, quizzes, tutor monitoring, email, wikis, blogs, chats, forums, and even content search. One of the characteristics of the e-Learning domain is the large number of platforms, its heterogeneity, and the possibility of reuse, sharing, and interoperability of resources (Martins et al., 2018) (Abdalla et al., 2018).

According to Mesa et al. (2018), a plugin-based development is a promising engineering methodology for building complex web applications that may present several variabilities and must be easily customizable. Due to these benefits, to integrate smart learning environments, innovative uses, and new pedagogical approaches, the LMSs need to be composed of plugins, dependent on software, databases, and external actors.

2.1 Security Vulnerabilities

The complexity of web applications has been increasing rapidly, accompanied by the disclosure of many more security vulnerabilities (Mesa et al., 2018). Security requirements have become an increasing recognition of the importance of avoiding vulnerabilities. Vulnerabilities also plague plugin-based web systems, and it is unrealistic to anticipate all of them.

Dependability is an integrating concept encompassing reliability, the capability of providing the correct service for a specified period of time; safety, the absence of catastrophic consequences of a failure on the user(s) and the environment; availability, readiness for correct service; integrity, it is the absence of improper system modifications (made by nonauthorized entity or person); maintainability, the ability to undergo modifications and repairs; and security, which encompasses confidentiality, integrity, and availability (Sommerville, 2015).

Security challenges have emerged, requiring engineering approaches and methods to deal with threats, risk management, secure design, and cybersecurity measures over the whole life cycle (Macher et al., 2020). Safety standards provide requirements and guidance for analyzing and demonstrating safety properties at different levels.

CRITVAR-ML (Bressan et al., 2021) (Bressan et al., 2022) is a modeling language, method, and tool to support the realization of domain variability into safety and security analysis artifacts and variability resolution into re-configurable MOF-compliant system models enriched with dependability information. It is a variability realization modeling language built upon the CVL standard to support engineers specifying mappings between domain problem-space features and finer-grained safety and security information stated as annotations (elements and property values) into MOF-compliant system models (e.g., SysML, AADL) in the solution space. The CRITVAR Method relies on the integration between CHESS, Papyrus UML, and CRITVAR and is based on the activities prescribed by the ISO 26262 and ISO/SAE 21434 standards.

The concept of Digital Dependability Identity (DDI) (Schneider et al., 2015) of a component or a system contains all the information that uniquely describes the
dependability characteristics of a system or components. The DDI concept can be used for integrating components into systems during development as well as for the dynamic integration of systems to systems of systems in the field.

CRITIVAR (Bressan et al., 2021) (Bressan et al., 2022) main concepts will be used to evaluate the case study as well as the assessment model HEAVENS (Lautenbach, Almgren & Olovsson, 2021), described in the next section.

2.2 Related Work

Almeida & Gomes (2021) present indicators to evaluate educational software suggesting its acceptance or not for use in the classroom, depending on the learning objectives identified by the teacher. The authors defined 36 attributes for technical, pedagogical, and educational context aspects. Despite the article highlighting the technical aspects of educational software quality, unlike our work, it does not select security attributes.

Mesa et al. (2018) conducted an exploratory study to characterize vulnerabilities caused by plugins in web-based systems. The study is about WordPress vulnerability bulletins cataloged by the National Vulnerability Database, as well as associated patches maintained by the WordPress plugins repository, identifying the most common security-related topics discussed among developers. Our work does not use LMSs vulnerabilities database, as we describe our own plugin possible security treads.

According to Allodi et al. (2020) assessing the risks of software vulnerabilities is a key process of software development and security management. It depends on the assessor’s knowledge and skills. They report an experiment to compare how accurately students with different technical education and security professionals are able to assess the severity of software vulnerabilities with an industry methodology. Our work does not focus on people's expertise in software security assessments accuracy, but both works highlight that security practices should be carried out as normal management practices.

3. STUDY DESIGN

We conducted an exploratory study to characterize plugin-related vulnerabilities in educational web systems. In particular, we investigated the occurrence of security vulnerabilities caused by plugin dependability from Learning Management Systems.

3.1 Goal and Research Questions

Our goal is to shed some light on the plugin-related security vulnerabilities found in educational software, mainly the Learning Management Systems and their plugins. We used the organization proposed by the Goal/Question/Metric (GQM) (Basili & Rombach, 1988) to define the goal of our study. The scope of our study is summarized as:

Analyse LMS plugin-related security vulnerabilities with the purpose of characterization and prevention with respect to a vulnerability item definition, threat analysis, and risk assessment, and cybersecurity claims and goals from the point of view of final users (students, teachers, and tutors) in the context of a smart education solution, an AI-based application (Rossi et al., 2022).

In addition, based on our goal, we came up with the research questions (RQ): How to identify security threats posed by vulnerabilities of Learning Management Systems plugins?
3.2 Evaluation Methodology

Considering that we can not evaluate all the Security Capabilities and Controls, we analyze some security threats and their risks using the risk assessment methodology HEAVENS 2.0 (Lautenbach, Almgren & Olovsson, 2021), with minor calibrations of the parameters. The HEAVENS model workflow includes:

a) **Item definition** - includes all parts required to start work on the item, such as the definition of the item boundary, the item function, the preliminary architecture, as well as the operational environment.

b) **Threat analysis and risk assessment** - assets, threat scenarios, damage scenarios, and attack paths are identified in the initial phases. Once accomplished, the attack paths are rated for attack feasibility, and the damage scenarios are rated for impact. When the attack feasibility rating and the impact rating have been estimated, the overall risk for the threat scenarios can be determined, after which a treatment decision has to be made.

   b.1) **Asset, threat scenario, and damage scenario identification**: an asset is namely by either manual inspection of the item definition or by automated identification of assets in a data flow diagram; threat scenarios describe a set of actions that lead to one or more damage scenarios, where damage scenarios specify the adverse consequences of an attack; in other words, they specify the result of an attack.

   b.2) **Attack path analysis**: it aims to identify the possible attack paths which might realize the threat scenario in question. The use of attack trees, versatile and well-established, should be considered.

   b.3) **Attack feasibility rating**: each attack path should receive an attack feasibility rating. The proposed mapping to the rating levels is Very Low, Low, Medium, and High.

   b.4) **Impact rating**: it can be estimated as soon as the damage scenarios have been identified. The impact rating must be Negligible, Moderate, Major, or Severe.

   b.5) **Risk determination**: the last step focuses on determining the risk value. Using a risk matrix (Table 1) can be deterministic for final results.

   ![Table 1: HEAVENS 2.0 – Risk matrix](image)

   **b.6) Risk treatment decision**: once a threat scenario receives its risk value, a risk treatment decision has to be made, specifically if the risk should be avoided, shared or transferred, accepted, or reduced.

c) **Cybersecurity claims and cybersecurity goals** - this step complains addition of cybersecurity claims for accepted or transferred risks and cybersecurity goals as an outcome of a planned risk reduction. Cybersecurity claims are statements about why one risk is acceptable and under which circumstances. Software security solutions help ensure data is protected while in transit and at rest and can also help protect against system vulnerabilities like malware and ransomware attacks.
3.3 Case Study

Predicting Pedagogical Intervention (PRED-INTER) (Rossi et al., 2022) plugin is the case study. It merges Semantic Analysis (SA) and Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques applied to student’s forum posts, combined with Machine Learning (ML) based classification techniques. The proposal is to support teachers, tutors, and students in Virtual Learning Environments, seeking to identify, through implicit attributes in students’ messages, those who need help. It is necessary to extract subjective information, comprehend how the student feels, and then choose the most appropriate pedagogical intervention for that student’s educational moment.

According to (CAPUANO; CABALLÉ, 2019), natural language processing and predictive models can detect various attributes in post messages, like Sentiment, Post Type, Urgency, and Confusion. This automatic detection of implicit attributes in forum posts becomes fundamental for precise analysis and discovering how the student is feeling. Therefore, this information contributes to the tutors’ performance, helping them to moderate and plan interventions and, consequently, cooperate with the student’s learning process. To make tutoring more agile and efficient, even with automating some tasks, it is necessary to identify which students need specific help.

The PRED-INTER approach identifies the semantic patterns in student posts using ML-based classification techniques, improving earlier approaches (CAPUANO; CABALLÉ, 2019; BÔBÔ et al., 2019; Neves et al., 2019). Our solution stores the students’ posts and their attributes in an ontology, making it possible to make inferences to detect the necessary pedagogical intervention. Attributes allow the system to define which action will be performed and then apply specific dialog patterns.

PRED-INTER layers and workflow architecture carry out the pedagogical intervention model. We detail the functionality of each one, and how they will illustrate the main security vulnerability points. As it depends on LMS ecosystem, the main repositories and dataset as also represented in the architecture (Figure 1).

![Figure 1: PRED-INTER layers and workflow architecture.](image)

**Application layer**

The application layer is responsible for interacting with LMS and capturing students’ messages. These messages can come from chats, forums, or any other form of textual
interaction and are stored in LMS Data. For the proposed architecture, it is also essential to identify the author (Personal Data) in addition to the posted message. The interactions are related to course navigation events, video events (when the video was played, speed, etc.), and exercise logs (attempts, scores, tips used, etc.). PRED-INTER uses LMS data to predict behavior and outcomes.

**Knowledge layer**

The Knowledge layer is divided into two modules. The first is responsible for automatic textual classification, where the attributes of sentiment, confusion, and urgency are automatically identified in messages from pre-trained models. It starts with text pre-processing, where unwanted text parts of messages are removed (Messages Repository). Then, textual classification is responsible for identifying the attributes implicit in the messages, where pre-trained models are used to identify these attributes.

The textual categorization component labels messages through predictive models, considering three attributes: sentiment, urgency, and confusion. The models must be trained with vast data volume to make good predictions. Another essential step in contributing to the models' performance is the pre-processing, which is responsible for discarding unwanted data that does not add semantic information to the texts. The attributes are loaded in the ontology, keeping subjective information related to the student’s message, allowing the execution of semantic rules that automatically identify the pedagogical intervention necessary to meet the student’s educational moment.

The rules are responsible for analyzing the attributes and selecting the appropriate pedagogical intervention for the posted message, which will meet the student’s needs at that moment, allowing him to receive a message instantly. These rules can be changed and adapted to the course or class, depending on the number of students per tutor, participation or not of colleagues in discussions and contributions of educational resources, availability of educational resources previously selected by teachers from the External Educational Resources repository and level of required interaction.

**Intervention layer**

Some cases of students’ needs are identified as more critical; for example, when the post sentiment is negative, students need more attention. In these cases, our solution alerts the tutors so they can carry out an individualized follow-up. On the other hand, less critical cases, defined according to the attributes, can be monitored automatically through motivational, informative, or thank-you messages or by automatic interaction. These pedagogical interventions will prevent the student from creating the feeling of abandonment and help the tutor avoid task overload.

The intervention layer is composed of an autonomous conversational agent. The agent assists the student and the tutor, sending messages to carry out the pedagogical intervention. It also includes sending messages to the class. The mediation content of the message depends on the identified attributes, which are previously stored in the ontology, as well as the type of intervention, being also pre-defined and may vary according to the class or course. It may be an automatic message to the student or a message asking the class to help the student. When a post in a discussion forum indicates that the student needs more than a message for pedagogical intervention, the agent may start and conduct an automatic interference (help) or ask the tutor for help. For automatic help, the subject in the message is recognized, and a pre-selected educational resource from the External
Educational Resources repository is recommended to help the student with the content (ROSSI et al., 2021).

When applying semantic rules SWRL, the message is linked to a pre-defined intervention style, which will support an intelligent conversational agent. The rules were defined by humans with long experience in distance education and tutoring discussion forums. They considered a learning scenario where the messages could express parameters of education such as types of questions (about the execution of a task or a class content), topics (motivational, social, or collaboration), and expressions (compliments, frustrations, or personal difficulties).

**Implementation**

Considering that the PRED-INTER is a plugin of an LMS, it has to deal with different actors and organizations and reused and shared software. Its main function is communication, accomplishing student and tutor interaction, and monitoring. As a plugin, it may be used on different platforms. This work explored two deep learning approaches; the first used the pre-trained BERT model (DEVLIN et al., 2018), and the second used Hereditary Tree-LSTM (GOMES et al., 2022).

Several languages, libraries, and tools were used to develop the architecture, considering reproducibility and performance. According to (RASCHKA; PATTERSON; NOLET, 2020), the Python language has seen tremendous growth in the scientific computing community, which has led to innovations in machine learning and deep learning libraries. Taking into account these statements and the agility in reading data from semi-structured sources, the Python language was prioritized to develop the ontology. Some libraries assisted in this task: TensorFlow, Scikit-learn, and transformers.

### 3.4 Security assessment analysis

We applied the HEAVENS 2.0 method to the PRED-INTER plugin. First, we identify many vulnerabilities in architectural elements and workflow diagrams, categorized in Tables 1, as input, output, or internal according to their origin. The examples are important to contextualize the risks.

For simplicity, we detail only two risks, considered security vulnerabilities. The selected items illustrate the risk assessment in Table 2.

In the first case the predictive model will be trained with incorrect messages, for example, the message has negative sentiment and the model defines it as positive, so the agent intervention will be incorrect and adulterated. In the second case, the model works fine but the intervention comes manipulated. For example, offensive phrases, and resources that do not interest the student or are not adequate to the class content will be sent by the agent. In both cases, the cybersecurity claims and cybersecurity goals must consider that the cited risks are not acceptable and security measures must be adopted to avoid them. In case of these attacks, the plugin must be alerted.

Most of the risks can be avoided by adopting some measures that may include: security requirements definition, secure coding practices, static code analysis, testing, and severe access control.
### Table 1: PRED-INTER examples of failure categories, risks, and consequences

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Failure Category</th>
<th>Risk Description</th>
<th>The consequence to students, teachers, and tutors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input</td>
<td>Use of LMS dataset to label messages through predictive models.</td>
<td>If the dataset is invaded, the students may receive the wrong intervention from the agent or tutor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The messages can come from any form of textual interaction.</td>
<td>If the messages have their authorship or content violated, the students may receive the wrong intervention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It is essential to identify the author’s message.</td>
<td>If the message has its authorship changed, the student may receive the wrong answer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The performance of predictive models is influenced by the data quality used in the training process.</td>
<td>If the training process fails because of a dataset crash, the semantic rules may impact teachers’ and tutors’ work and students’ daily interaction with the chat or other tools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The models must be trained with vast data volume to make good predictions.</td>
<td>If the training process fails because of the reduction of the dataset volume, the intervention may not have a high prediction assertiveness impacting the student's daily interactions and motivation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Availability of educational resources previously selected by teachers.</td>
<td>Students may receive inadequate options if the agent does not find the correct resource to be recommended.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output</td>
<td>Inadequate automatic messages for critical cases.</td>
<td>If outside hackers change the messages, the critical cases may receive messages not related to their urgency, such as thank you messages or congratulations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Different roles may interact with the plugin.</td>
<td>If an inadequate number of persons interact with the plugin, they may change the plugin's functionalities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal</td>
<td>The predictive models may not have the best performance in labeling the messages.</td>
<td>If the negative messages are not identified, students that need special attention may not receive the tutor’s attention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The textual categorization takes into account only three attributes: sentiment, urgency, and confusion to define the student sentiment.</td>
<td>If the student’s sentiment identification is wrong, he may receive the wrong intervention.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inadequate pre-processing techniques.</td>
<td>If the pre-processing techniques help the excluding negative sentiment, wrong interventions will be sent to the students.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inconsistent definition of ontology semantic rules.</td>
<td>Students may receive wrong interactions if the ontology does not identify negative sentiment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No identification of correct negative sentiment</td>
<td>If the negative sentiment is not identified, the student may receive wrong messages from the agent or the tutor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No adequate or sufficient definition of the type of intervention</td>
<td>If the type of intervention does not reflect the students’ sentiment, they may receive wrong interactions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.5 Results

In this section we frame our discussion around the RQ described in the previous sections. Trying to answer “How to identify security threats posed by vulnerabilities of Learning Management Systems plugins?”, we can say that we need a methodology to support threat analysis and risk assessment of Virtual Learning Systems.
TABLE 2: Threat analysis and risk assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Asset</th>
<th>Attack path</th>
<th>Thread</th>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Attack feasibility</th>
<th>Impact rating</th>
<th>Risk determination</th>
<th>Risk treatment decision</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chat</td>
<td>Data entrance</td>
<td>Tampering</td>
<td>Integrity</td>
<td>Depends on the LMS security</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Major</td>
<td>Avoided</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention</td>
<td>Interaction with the LMS</td>
<td>Tampering</td>
<td>Data Integrity</td>
<td>Depends on the LMS security</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Severe</td>
<td>Avoided</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As LMS is a sophisticated ecosystem the characterization and prevention of security vulnerabilities is important as many plugins depend on its dataset and repositories. The adoption of vulnerability item definition, threat analysis and risk assessment, and cybersecurity claims and goals, for the ecosystem and the plugins, may avoid damage to students, tutors, and teachers.

AI-based applications may have more vulnerabilities than other plugins, as they include the training process and the intelligent models. By identifying the possible threats and procedures vulnerabilities we can mitigate those issues.

The constraints of the case study may include the choice of one learning management system, Moodle, and PRED-INTER plugin, as the examples can be enriched if we detail more solutions and their vulnerabilities. We also focus only on consequences to students, teachers, and tutors.

4. FINAL REMARKS

We investigated the occurrence of security vulnerabilities caused by plugin dependability from Learning Management Systems. Actually, we are worried about threats to users’ security. The case study focuses on a smart education solution as our example is an AI-based application.

We highlighted some security vulnerabilities found in educational software, mainly the Learning Management Systems and their plugins and we hope the study will motivate future research on web-based vulnerability detection and prevention in LMSs and educational software in general.

PRED-INTER is a safety-critical system, if we consider the whole LMS ecosystem. To assure its performance it has to be integrated into more interconnected platforms, databases, and applications.

In a broader context, from the results presented in the previous sections, developers must consider that the absence of catastrophic consequences (safety), the absence of improper system modifications made by non-authorized entity or person (integrity), and the ability of a system to protect itself against improper state alterations (integrity) as cited before, are attributes that will guarantee the safety and security of the plugin running.

Several venues for future exploration are possible. We are developing some artificial intelligent-based applications for LMS, and exploring their vulnerabilities to try to shade cyber attacks.
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